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1. Introduction and Background
In late 2017 Exmoor National Park Authority (ENPA) members agreed funding for a
feasibility study to investigate opportunities for developing family friendly cycle trails, within
or connecting to the National Park. This work was commissioned in November 2018 and the
main report was completed on our behalf by Steam Coast Trail in July 2021 (somewhat
delayed by Coronavirus restrictions and impacts). This summary document is based upon
that report.
In terms of encouraging greater public enjoyment of the National Park and increasing visitor
numbers, cycling is a significant growth market opportunity. Whilst Exmoor is renowned for
its tough mountain biking and challenging road cycling, the offer for more accessible family
friendly cycling is limited.
Cycle trails have proven popular with local communities and visitors and, as seen with the
recent opening of the first stretch of the Steam Coast Trail in West Somerset, have a wide
appeal to people of all ages but especially younger people. This demographic has been
decreasing in terms of visitor numbers to Exmoor and, without new relevant products, this is
likely to remain a hard-to-reach group, even considering any potential longer-term impacts of
Covid and local housing development. High profile visitor attractions, such as branded cycle
trails, can also encourage longer stays where the activity is combined with more traditional
pursuits.
During the course of this work, we experienced the impacts of the Coronavirus restrictions
and changes in public behaviours. Even throughout the strictest national and local lockdowns,
the government continued to encourage exercise as an important part of everyday life.
Cycling on near-deserted roads was seen by many as a great way to get outside and exercise;
for many people wishing to avoid public transport, cycling became the favoured mode of
affordable transport that also enables social distancing. It was estimated the UK saw up to a
200% increase in cycling in the spring of 2020 (DfT, 2020) and the government’s funding
pledges that followed, aimed to harness these positive habits and cement lasting change in
our travel choices. In July 2020, the Department for Transport (DfT) launched Gear Change: a
bold vision for Walking and Cycling and the accompanying Local Transport Note 1/20. This
outlines the government’s ambitious strategy to make cycling and walking safer, easier and
more accessible.
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2. Aims and Methodology
Key Considerations
Landscape, nature and public safety have all been key considerations that have been
embedded at the earliest stage with the aim to achieve a net-positive impact.
Our consultation process started with the directly affected landowners before moving on to
statutory bodies to ensure the proposed routes were legally possible before we move on to
wider public consultation.
As requested by ENPA members, the following considerations have been included as part of
the study:
●
●
●

Consider quiet road options – does not all have to be off-road
Encourage cycling good practice – safety and consideration for others
Ensure routes are suitable for all users – walkers, horse riders and electric buggy
users – wherever possible

Rationale for route selection
The aim of this study is to select and evaluate new cycling routes that can be used by novice
and occasional cyclists as well as the less able. The routes should have a wide appeal to a
broad range of visitors and achieve National Park purposes by providing enjoyment of Exmoor
National Park’s special qualities. To achieve this, routes should be:
●
●

●

●
●
●
●
●

Easy to follow without any need for map navigation
Traffic free or combined with relatively safe road access where necessary • Overall
accent should be minimal and long steep sections should be avoided but routes do
not need to be free of any gradient.
Routes should be suitable for a wide range of hybrid and off-road bicycles - surfaces
should be quite level, free of potholes and rocks, etc. However, compacted aggregate
is acceptable as a surface and routes do not need to be tarmac/ sealed or entirely free
of mud etc. Available path surfaces should be at least 2.5m wide or 1.5m wide with
regular passing places, and should accommodate walking, powered wheelchair and
horse riding where possible.
Routes should have a high scenic value.
Routes should start and finish with facilities to include parking, public toilets and
ideally, refreshment services.
Potential conflicts with livestock should be minimised.
Routes can be circular, or linear with a high value destination.
Sustainable travel options for local people and visitors should be enhanced where
possible.
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3. Findings
To achieve the aims described above, and to distribute the benefits of any investment as widely
as possible throughout the National Park, an inland route and a coastal route (with two parts)
were identified for detailed evaluation and these are described in this section below.
For the proposed routes preliminary landowner consultation has been carried out followed by
communication with relevant statutory bodies. The result from this was generally positive, and
the proposals have been developed based upon the feedback and constraints raised by this
process.
Future maintenance is an important and often overlooked element and this has been
considered for each route with clear and realistic future maintenance responsibilities identified.

3.1 Route Descriptions and Benefits, Constraints and Issues
Minehead to Bossington
• totals 9 km (5.75 miles)
• uses mostly quiet B roads and footpaths (for which cycle permission has been/ will be

sought)
• has potential to include equine and off-road capable wheelchair use

Bossington to Porlock Weir
• totals 4.5 km (almost 3 miles)
• first 3km is traffic-free; last 1.5km on single carriage road
• majority is flat (with a maximum gradient of 9.3% in the last section of the route)
• has potential to include off-road capable wheelchair use

The benefits of these two coastal routes can be seen as serving two distinct yet
complementary objectives:
1. Visitors dispersed throughout Exmoor National Park:
Minehead, West Somerset’s largest town, enjoys a thriving tourist economy thanks
mainly to the popular attractions of Minehead Beach, the West Somerset Railway
heritage railway and Butlins holiday park which brings around half a million visitors to
Minehead each year. The addition of accessible cycle routes throughout the area will
provide families with options if looking for a more active getaway as well as distribute
visitor spend more widely and provide car free travel options.
2. Improved accessibility for local communities:
The Government’s Rural Plan 2012 highlights the need to promote cycling and walking
in rural areas through the creation of safer routes; the abovementioned Gear Change
encourages coherent, safe, accessible and attractive cycle routes for all communities.
Through working with community groups such as the Steam Coast Trail to develop
more active travel opportunities, it is recognised that accessibility between villages
would improve and contribute towards healthier lifestyles, reduced social isolation and
improved access to education and employment.
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The Steam Coast Trail’s ultimate goal is to create a network of cycle/ multi-use routes that
will link Williton to Minehead. To enhance the appeal of this addition to West Somerset’s
leisure tourism offer there is an argument to extend this route further.
Justification for separating the coastal route into two sections can be attributed to two very
different cycling experiences. The Minehead to Bossington route totals approximately 9 km
(5.75 miles) and is expected to be moderately challenging for families with fairly fit, bike
confident children of approximately age 8 and up.
The Bossington to Porlock Weir route, however, totals approximately 4.5 km (almost 3 miles)
and is - for the majority of the route - flat and traffic-free. This route is considered minimally
challenging for families with moderately cycle-confident children of 8 and up who have some
experience of cycling on roads. To avoid the gain in elevation and road-use, an alternative
route using footpath WL 19/1 (Sparkhayes Lane) to Porlock could be considered, though this
will require consultation with landowners and further investigation.

Constraints and issues for Minehead to Porlock Weir Routes:
Access through Minehead is as yet undefined and has some challenges. For maximum impact
and accessibility, the ideal start location for this route is Minehead seafront. However, the
current cycling infrastructure in Minehead town centre is very limited and far from ideal for
families with young children. Since the Covid-19 pandemic, the UK Government has identified
the need to allocate funding to local authorities to improve cycling and walking infrastructure. It
is hoped that if and when this project reaches delivery, significant improvements can also be
made to active travel infrastructure in Minehead that will allow safer cycling through the town or
this could be looked at as part of this project.
A short steeper section is unavoidable on what is currently a public footpath near to Bratton
Court.
The road section between Allerford and Bossington can be busy with holiday traffic and
cautionary safety signage is recommended along the route for all road sections.
The tidal ingress at Porlock Marsh is a key issue for this proposal, and also for the current
South West Coast Path which follows the same route. A tidal assessment was carried out to
understand this impact better and some suggestions have been made to help with the long-term
maintenance of the route and public safety.
Unfortunately, a cost effective and feasible route could not be agreed to the seaward side of
Porlock Vale House which has led to the route selection on-road through West Porlock,
however a positive response was received from SCC Highways Traffic Management officers to
consider a reduction in the speed limit to 30mph throughout the road section of the proposed
route all the way to Porlock Weir.

Cost estimate:
Minehead to Bossington = £72,429
Bossington to Porlock Weir = £93,412
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Costs are approximate for a basic specification but include all works, project management and
promotional materials.

Inland Route - Wimbleball Lake
●
●

totals approximately 8 miles
virtually traffic-free off-road countryside route (except for one section of 900m
approaching and on Bessom Bridge)

●
●

Highly scenic with good existing infrastructure
has potential to include off-road capable wheelchair use

Currently, Wimbleball Lake - owned by South West Water - has 1.5 miles of cycle path, running
from the Activity Centre to the dam; this project looks at how to create a family-friendly cycle
route around the entire lake, which totals approximately 8 miles. The route in its entirety is
expected to be moderately challenging for families with fairly fit, bike-confident children of
approximately age 8 and up, if cycled over the course of several hours or a day whilst enjoying
rest stops. This will enhance the visitor experience and create a new offer which will appeal to
most demographics.

Constraints and issues for the Wimbleball Lake Route:
Due to the cross fall of the ground to east of the Lake some significant sections of the route can
only be widened sympathetically to 1.5m, however the study proposes regular passing places
and speed reducing features to ensure the route remains safe for all users. It is not considered
suitable to allow horse rider use of these narrower sections however some other related horse
rider benefits may be possible as part of the project.
The proposed route includes some steeper sections at Pepperpot and West Hill Wood on
aggregate surfaces and a short section on-road around Bessom Bridge. Nevertheless, the
routes have been assessed as suitable for families with reasonably fit and bike confident
children of 8 years plus, using hybrid or mountain bike style bikes. Vegetation management and
speed-reducing features are recommended where necessary to help protect all users and
advisory line marking is recommended for the road sections along with cautionary signage for
drivers.

Cost estimate:
£150,040
Costs are approximate for a basic specification but include all works, project management and
promotional materials.
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4. Specification of Routes
4.1 Coastal Route One - Minehead to Bossington

The Coastal Route 1 totals 9 km (5.75 miles) if starting at Minehead Seafront. If heading west,
cyclists will enjoy the picturesque hamlets and villages of Woodford, Bratton, Selworthy,
Allerford and Bossington. Tea rooms, historic places of interest and beautiful countryside
feature along the route.
This section explores the technical aspects of the design and creation of the route.
To organise the information in this document the route has been broken down into 5 sections.
Each section varies in distance, instead being identified because of unique features contained
in the section. Sections continue through the route from their marker, continuing west until the
next section marker.
Note: for maximum impact and accessibility, the ideal start location for this route is Minehead
seafront. However, the current cycling infrastructure in Minehead town centre is very limited and
far from ideal for families with young children. Since the Covid-19 pandemic, the UK
Government has identified the need to allocate funding to local authorities to improve cycling
and walking infrastructure. It is hoped that by the time this project reaches delivery, significant
improvements could be made to active travel infrastructure in Minehead that will allow safer
cycling through the town.
It has therefore been concluded that Section A will not be defined in any detail here, but instead
advise that improvements to cycling in Minehead town centre should be considered to reduce
dependency on cars whilst encouraging more leisure tourism. A much wider piece of work than
is possible here would need to be undertaken to determine the most appropriate locations for
infrastructure improvements that will not only enhance this route but also best enable the local
community to choose active travel over car use.
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Route elevation profile
The below graphs show how much elevation - feet above sea level - is gained on this route. A
total of 522 feet is gained along this route.

Section A - Minehead to Woodcombe
As determined above, this report will not prescribe any specific route to get through Minehead.
A number of options through the town are available but assessment should take place
supported by a substantial evidence base considering constraints, schools, retail and existing
infrastructure, which could be determined in a Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plan
(LCWIP).
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Section B - Bratton Lane (SS 9560 4642) to New Bratton Court Path (SS 9442 4636)
Sub-Sections
Requirements/ notes
From

Photo/
diagram

To

B1

SS 9552 4638

SS 9529 4644

Using footpaths WL 31/2 & WL 31/45 would avoid a
section of residential road on Bratton Lane but would
require a change in designation to allow cycling plus
vegetation clearance. Quiet road alternative on
Woodcombe Drive.

2.1, 2.2
& 2.3

B2

SS 9530 4643

SS 9501 4636

Bratton lane 30 mph speed limit

2.4

B3

SS 9501 4636

SS 9442 4636

Wyndham Lane is 60 mph - consider revising speed
limit and increase signage

2.5
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Section C - New Bratton Court Path (SS9442 4636) to Dean’s Cross (SS9271 4650)
Sub-Sections
Requirements/ notes
From
C1

SS 9442
4636

Photo/
diagram

To
SS 9425
4618

New aggregate path required to follow the footpath WL
14/17 for 230 m across Bratton Court - owned land.
40mm to dust, 2m width.

3.1

Fencing and livestock gates may be required.
Gate on Bratton Lane will need to be replaced - must
protect livestock and be bike-friendly. Also needed to
slow cyclists when reaching Bratton Lane.
C2

SS 9424
4616

SS 9385
4627

C1 &C2

C3

New aggregate path for 420m: 40/20 mm to dust, 2m
width
Just over 12% gradient for the first 250 m. Short enough
to be walked by less able cyclists. Bisecting the field was
explored;the landowner and ENPA landscape officer
preferred to keep the route on the existing footpath.

SS 9385
4626

SS 9315
4637

Regrade and dress surface around Little Headon
Plantation for 700m. 20mm-dust
Consider the addition of rest areas with picnic tables in
the woods.

3.2

3.1 & 3.2

3.3
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Section D - Dean’s Cross (SS 9271 4650) to Allerford (SS 9050 4691)
Sub-Sections
Requirements/ notes
Section
D1

D2

From
SS 9271 4649

SS 9172 4667

Photo/
diagram

To
SS 9172 4667

SS 9070 4683

Road has a suitable surface and is quiet
enough to be adequately safe for cycling.
Increased signage is advisable due to poor
visibility on narrow road corners.
Could consider adding bike racks at car park to
encourage visitors to stop.
The unsurfaced Unclassified County Road
(UCR) from Selworthy is in need of minor
surface repair for 1.1km: aggregate on the most
poor sections, removal of some large rocks on
others.

4.2

4.1 & 4.3

4.4
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Section E - Allerford (SS 9050 4691) to Bossington (SS 8973 4796)

Sub-Section
Section
E1

From
SS 9050 4691

Requirements/ notes

Photo/
diagram

To
SS 8973 4796

Road has a suitable surface and sees little
enough traffic to be safe for families to cycle.
Additional signage is encouraged to slow traffic.
The addition of bike racks in Bossington Car
Park is encouraged.
To access the route by car, parking in Minehead
should be encouraged.

5.1

5.2
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4.2 Coastal Route Two - Bossington to Porlock Weir

This is the second part of the coastal route and links Bossington to Porlock Weir. Currently,
there are very few accessible cycling routes throughout this area. This project has identified a
family-friendly cycle route across the entire marsh, approximately 4.5 km (almost 3 miles) which
is mostly flat and traffic-free, with the exception of the last quarter. This route is considered
minimally challenging for families with moderately cycle-confident children of approximately age
8+ who have some experience of cycling on roads. To avoid the gain in elevation and road-use,
an alternative route using Sparkhayes Lane (footpath WL 19/1) to Porlock could be taken
(shown in dotted red below). This route would require landowner permission for cycling and
some improvements and so is subject to further consultation.
Almost all of the route and alternatives will require a change in designation from footpath status
or landowner permission to allow cycling.
To organise the information in this document, the route has been broken down into 6 sections.
Each section varies in distance, instead being identified because of unique features contained
in the section. Sections continue through the route from their marker, continuing west until the
next section marker.
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Route elevation profile
The below graphs show how much elevation - height above sea level - is gained on each route.
Coastal Route 2 - Bossington to Porlock Weir
97 feet are gained overall along this route.

Coastal Route 2 - Bossington to Porlock, traffic-free alternative
55 feet are gained overall along this route.
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Section A - SS 8998 4776 to SS8907 4774
Sub-Sections
Requirements/ notes
Section

From

To

A1

SS 8979 4799

SS 8907
4774

Photo/
diagram

Bossington Car Park requires bike racks (SS 8979
4799)
Drainage pipe requires lengthening to make a
wider path (SS 8952 4810).
Existing path has a good width and surface.

1.1
1.2 & 1.3

Ongoing vegetation clearance will be required to
maintain adequate width.
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Section B - SS8907 4774 to SS 8834 4779
Sub-Sections
Requirements/ notes

B1

B2

From

To

SS 8958 4805

SS 8878 4785

SS 8878 4785

SS 8856 4781

Photo/
diagram

1.5m wide aggregate (40mm to dust) path
needed for approx 350m.

2.1

Kissing gate requires replacing
(SS 8878 4785).

2.2

Coast path routes through a copse on a narrow,
rocky path. Minor vegetation clearance and new
aggregate path needed through copse.

2.3
2.4

1.5m wide aggregate path required for 450m.
Consider raising the level of path by 150 - 200mm
to reduce impact from tidal sediment.
For the traffic-free route, Sparkhayes Lane (public footpath WL 19/1) can be taken from here to Porlock, subject to
landowner consultation.
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Section C - SS 8834 4779 to SS 8799 4753
Sub-Sections
Requirements/ notes

Photo/
diagram

From

To

C1

SS 8835 4776

SS 8821
4769

Field here has tidal ingress at very high tides. An
aggregate path above the frequent high tide mark
or a boardwalk would both be good options for this
section (170m)

3.1

C2

SS 8821 4769

SS 8797
4751

Bridge (ID 10125) at Hawkcombe Stream (SS
8821 4768) is unsuitable for cyclists due to steps
up and narrow bridge so will need replacing. Must
be 1 metre above water clearance to the bridge
and should include a 1:8 ramp to improve access
for cyclists.

3.2

The river bed is raised, there are some proposals
to move the river out of the current raised channel.
After the bridge crossing an aggregate path of
1.5m width is required for 300m.
Access to The Liberator Monument will be
enhanced by any development
(SS 8817 4766).

3.3
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Section D - SS 8799 4753 to SS 8726 4743
Sub-Sections
Requirements/ notes

Photo/
diagram

From

To

D1

SS 8797 4751

SS 8786
4743

An option here may be to move the route away
from this section of coast path and create a new
aggregate path on the raised bank. Otherwise add
a raised 1.5m width aggregate path for 200m.

4.1
&
4.2

D2

SS 8794 4750

SS 8762
4726

The route around and beyond the registered
monument, Decoy Linhay (MEM15231) has a
suitable aggregate surface and width.

4.3
&
4.4

Consider adding interpretation/ rest area.
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Section E - SS 8726 4743 to SS 8688 4725
Note: A number of different options for connecting the route from Porlock Marsh to Porlock Weir
were explored. Site visits, detailed route specification and consultations were undertaken, which
informed a scoring matrix. The route that is detailed here was concluded as the most favourable
from these investigations.
Sub - Sections
Requirements/ notes

E3

E4

From

To

SS 8762 4727

SS 8754
4703

SS 8754 4703

SS 8682
4728

Photo/
diagram

Leave Porlock Marsh to join Public Footpath WL
19/4 which will require a change in permissions or
designation. Public Footpath WL 19/4 joins the
B3225 in a 60 mph zone.

5.5

30 mph zone through West Porlock
(SS 8734 4710 to SS 8694 4720).
60 mph for the rest of the road to Porlock Weir.
Consider reducing all 60 mph stretches of the
B3225 from Public Footpath WL 19/4 to 30 mph
with additional ‘caution cyclists’ signage.
Consultation with Highways is underway.

5.7

5.6
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Section F - SS 8688 4725 to SS 8645 4777
Sub-Sections
Requirements/ notes

F1

From

To

SS 8677 4731

SS 8645 4777

Route takes the B3225 into Porlock Weir.
Consider changing the speed limit to 30 mph with
additional ‘caution cyclists’ signage.

Photo/
diagram

6.1 & 6.2

Porlock Weir car park at SS 8643 4787 can be
promoted as the parking location for families
wishing to drive to the route as it has greater
capacity than Bossington. Consider adding bike
racks to the car park.
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4.3 Inland Route - Wimbleball Lake
Currently, Wimbleball Lake owned by South West Water and
managed by South West Lakes
Trust - has 1.5 miles of cycle path
which runs from the Activity Centre
and cafe to the Dam. This project
looks at how to create a
family-friendly cycle route around
the entire lake, which totals
approximately 8 miles.
The Family Friendly Cycle Route at
Wimbleball Lake aims to support
and expand the current
out-of-season activity offer at this
important site. A family friendly
cycle route around the lake has the
opportunity to support ongoing
projects and champion Wimbleball
as a destination for family activities
throughout the year.
The route in its entirety is expected
to be moderately challenging for
families with average fitness,
bike-confident children of
approximately age 8 and up if cycled over the course of several hours or a day, utilising rest
stops.
The existing section of cycle path can already be considered family friendly and safe; to date,
since this section from the Activity Centre to the Dam was created in 2008, there have been no
cycle related accidents reported to South West Lakes Trust.

Route Elevation Profile
The below graphs show how much elevation - height above sea level - is gained on the route.
Overall 735
feet is gained
on the whole
route.
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Section A -Wimbleball Activity Centre to Public Bridleway DU 1/24
Sub-Section
Requirements/ notes

A1

From

To

SS 9664 3061

SS 9643
2923

Established path for cyclists and walkers.
Flat, adequate width and good surfacing

Photo/
diagram

1.1

Additional signage may be required to clarify
shared-path status though some in place.
Gates/ chicanes to reduce the speed of
cyclists are already installed.

1.2

The dam path is adequately wide with a high
parapet

1.3
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Section B - Western side of Public Bridleway DU 1/24
Sub-Section
Requirements/ notes
From

To

B1

SS 9645
2922

SS 9662 2905

Existing surface is tarmac. First 600m
section is a little steep with a gradient of
12% but easy to use tarmac surface
helps.

B2

SS 9644
2921

SS 9745 2888

Existing surface is good aggregate and
width is 3m +. The bridleway after Deer
Park is a gentler climb to 963 ft elevation
but not too problematic for the target
demographic. Could be considered for a
rest area location with a bench and bike
racks.

SS 9702
2846

SS 9663 2903

Link Path

To provide an alternative option to park
and join the route a new link path could
be added to follow the footpath DU 1/9
from Haddon Hill car park to join the
Wimbleball route here (all currently
tarmac).

Photo/
diagram

2.1

2.2 & 2.3

2.4
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Section C - Eastern side of Public Bridleway DU 9/26
Sub-Sections
Requirements/ notes

C1

From

To

SS 9755 2886

SS 9888
2876

Photo/
diagram

Approx 1400 m of full-width (approx 4 m)
hard aggregate surface required to
withstand forestry extraction and avoid
mud.

3.2

Additional signage to increase awareness
of forestry works should be considered.

3.1
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Section D - Pepperpot Path
This section is one of the few elements of the route that requires significant alteration. Currently,
the track routes walkers from the Bridleway (below left), on to the B3190 for approximately 30m
then through a kissing gate (below right). This section of B3190 has the national speed limit in
place and has poor visibility due to the incline and undulation of the road. An exploration of
alternatives to the road was therefore needed.
A topographical survey and concept design for a new path showed that a link path can be
created to avoid routing on B3190 and bypassing the kissing gate (seen in D1 & D2 on the next
page). The link path can be created to be no steeper than the existing track that descends to
the Haddeo crossing and would provide a traffic free option suitable for cyclists and walkers.

Sub-Section
Requirements/ notes

D1

From

To

SS 9902 2881

SS 9901
2885

A new aggregate path could be created by routing
through a small area of woodland belonging to
Pepperpot Castle.
Surveys were undertaken and designs drawn with
the intention for minimal tree felling/ vegetation
clearance.

Photo/
diagram

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5

Replacement fencing at SS 9901 2885 needed
where new path emerges
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Design for new path from Pepperpot Castle/ Public Bridleway DU 9/26
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Section E - Auberon's Bridge/ River Haddeo crossing
Sub-Section
Requirements/ notes

E1

From

To

SS 9889
2887

SS 9886
2889

Photo/
diagram

Permitted footpath (track) from road to River Haddeo
will require a change in permission or designation
and minor surface repair.
Existing bridge over River Haddeo - Auberon’s Bridge
- is unsuitable for cyclists: the stone surface becomes
very slippery when wet, it’s too narrow for bikes,
uneven and has no safety rails.
Vehicular access over the river to the west of
Auberon’s Bridge is required so a bike-friendly new
bridge to the east was designed:
Timber bridge with concrete foundations.
1.5m wide and high tilted parapet for cyclists

5.1

5.2
&
5.3
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Plan for new bridge over River Haddeo

Elevation design for new bridge over River Haddeo
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Section F - West Hill Wood
Sub-section
Requirements/ notes

F1

From

To

SS 9851
2888

SS 9744
2927

Photo/
diagram

Surface improvement needed for first 100m
Existing path becomes narrow with poor visibility at
corners for approx 250 m.

6.1

Vegetation maintenance may be sufficient to maintain
good visibility, but speed slowing features can be
added if necessary.
Drains require repair and digging out.
Scrape path to regain original cut width.

6.2 &
6.3

Safety rail at SS 9789 2915 required on the lower side
of culvert
Possible reinforcement of the higher bank required to
reduce further slippage.
F2

SS 9744
2927

SS 9828
2900

Good width track.
Scrape surface and repair drains.
Speed slowing features recommended for steeper
sections
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Section G - West Hill Wood to Lower Holworthy Farm

Sub-Sections

Requirements/ notes

From

To

G1

SS 9733
2998

SS 9740 3022

Ground requires addition of 1.5m aggregate surface.
375m

G2

SS 9740
3022

SS 9796 3032

Ground requires addition of 1.5m aggregate surface
along with benching to address cross fall and new
drainage in places. 568m

G3

SS 9796
3032

SS 9791 3057

Ground requires addition of 1.5m aggregate surface
and new drainage in places. 529m
Culvert requires repair and widening at SS9816
3032.
85m boardwalk at SS9803 3051 is aged; narrow
handrails are inconvenient for cyclists and walkers
to pass. Replace with a new 1.5m wide boardwalk.
Or 20m of boardwalk on wet section at Western end
and aggregate surface improvement for the rest.
Vegetation clearance.

Between
G1 & G2

SS 9730
3018

SS 9751 3026

Photo/
diagram

7.1
&
7.2

7.3
7.4

Section requires the addition of speed slowing
measures, such as chicanes or boulders
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Section H - Lower Holworthy Farm to Causeway
Sub-section
Requirements/ notes

H1

From

To

SS 9791
3057

SS 9717
3069

Photo/
diagram

Ground requires addition of 1.5m aggregate surface
along with some minimal benching to address slight
cross fall and new drainage in places. 750m
12m boardwalk is aged at SS 9769 3062, has narrow
handrails and some slats are broken. Replace with a
new 1.5m wide boardwalk.

8.1

Vegetation clearance.
H2

SS 9717
3069

SS 9758
3139

Current surface and width is largely adequate as it is.
Scrape and stone dressing in places. Scrub/
vegetation clearance. 916m
Only location at SS9714 3074 to receive 4G signal.
Consider adding a rest area bike racks, a ‘selfie spot’,
interactive photo post and possibly a contactless
donation point.
The small bridge/culvert at SS 9727 3110 may benefit
from a safety rail to the lower side.

H3

SS 9758
3139

SS 9770
3162

8.2 &
8.3
8.4

Ground requires addition of 1.5m aggregate surface
along with new drainage in places. 267m
Small bridge over a stream needs additional safety
rails/ replacement at SS9761 3144.

H4

SS 9770
3162

SS 9776
3166

Use the existing easy access path. Replace gate at
roadside.
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Section I - Rugg’s Hill Road/ Causeway
Sub-Section

I1

From

To

SS 9776
3166

SS 9750
3183

Requirements/ notes
Unavoidable stretch of Rugg’s Hill
Road (The Causeway) for approx
400m.

Photo/
diagram

9.1

60 mph speed limit but good
visibility.
To increase drivers’ awareness of
cyclists: add signage and painted
white lines on the southern side of
the road to create an advisory cycle
and pedestrian lane.

9.2 (e.g.)
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Section J - Telephone Exchange Car Park
Three possible route choices were assessed:
1. Continue through car park, past Telephone Exchange
2. Create a new route through the upper level of the fishing area
3. Remain on highway until Bessom Bridge
It has been concluded that Option 3 is now the only viable option due to the addition of a fence
(before and after shown below). This fence was added in response to incidents of people
repeatedly jumping from Bessom Bridge to the water then using this (now fenced) area to rejoin
the bridge.

Consultation with SCC Highways was undertaken to receive guidance for how to safely realise
Option 3. Full results of this consultation can be seen in Appendix 3. It should be noted that the
addition of an advisory cycle lane, as recommended by SCC Highways, will not only promote
safer cycling on the route but may help to discourage problematic parking around the Rugg’s
Hill/ Bessom Bridge area.
Sub-Section
Requirements/ notes

J1

From

To

SS 9750 3183

SS 9733 3188

Continue on the highway until Bessom
Bridge.

Photo/
diagram

10.1

Consider the addition of painted white line
as an advisory cycle lane to comply with
LTN 1/20.
Additional warning signs will be required.
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Section K - Bessom Bridge
Sub-Section

K1

From

To

SS9733
3188

SS9718
3180

Requirements/ notes
Paint white line on south side of
Bessom Bridge to allocate a
one-way cycle lane on the road.

Photo/
diagram
11.1
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Section L - New path after Bessom Bridge
Sub-Section
Requirements/ notes

L1

From

To

SS 9719
3181

SS 9697
3160

To avoid distance on the road following Bessom
Bridge, surveys and drawings have been carried
out to create a new aggregate path along the top
bank, away from the lakeside path.

Photo/
diagram

12.1
12.2

No trees will need to be removed, minimal
vegetation clearance required.
Consider a rest area here with bike racks and a
bench.
Add signage to increase awareness of cyclists.
Modify highways Armco barrier at SS9718 3180 to
allow cyclists to easily access the new path. Or
begin new path just beyond it.

New path after Bessom Bridge
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Section M - Permitted Bridleway pp549 to Activity Centre
Sub-Section
Requirements/ notes

M1

From

To

SS 9697 3160

SS 9664
3061

Established Permitted Bridleway.
Suitable surface, width and visibility.
Signage will be required

Photo/
diagram

13.1
&
13.2
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Conclusion
From examination of the growing cycle tourism market we have seen that the addition of family
friendly cycle routes can be both a desirable and cost-effective way to increase the number of
younger people and families visiting Exmoor National Park as well as providing the community
with sustainable leisure and transport infrastructure.
The feasibility study shows that a fully traffic free route is currently only achievable between
Bossington and Porlock (as part of the Bossington to Porlock Weir route) but that high value
routes, that include minimal altitude gain, can be achieved at all three locations suitable for less
confident cyclists and families with children of age 8+.
Exmoor National Park is rich in natural beauty, heritage and unique features that need and
deserve protection and promotion. Tourism is the most valuable contributor to Exmoor’s
economy, however, any developments to the tourism offer must carefully balance these
considerations whilst looking to enhance wellbeing for local communities.
As discussed throughout, minimal impact to landscape and the environment is crucial for any
successful project within the National Park and the design of these routes can satisfy these
requirements.
We have found that the vast majority of landowners and tenants have been positive about the
routes proposals and enhancing access for cyclists. Professional consultations with statutory
bodies have also been encouraging.
Although at this current stage timescales for construction are difficult to predict, there has never
been a better time to enable more people to cycle. An increase in cycling, as an alternative to
driving cars, provides a small but beneficial contribution to the slowing of climate change and
should therefore be encouraged wherever possible. With an average benefit to cost ratio of 7:1
shown from previous similar schemes1,there is clear economic justification for creating these
routes to benefit Exmoor National Park and its communities for years to come.
Through the process of selecting these routes, discussions were held with the National Trust
management team for the Devon area of the National Park. It is noted that there is potential for
encouraging off-road cycling on the coastal area between Combe Martin and Lynmouth even
though the road and access network is probably too steep for a marketable route of significant
length. Great opportunities exist for more confident and fit cyclists and the continued
development of electrically assisted bikes (e-bikes) opens opportunities for others. As with
elsewhere in the National Park, a programme of developing new permitted or public access,
information improvements, e-bike hire facilities and guiding services, has the potential to
significantly improve the cycling offer and improve sustainable travel opportunities and these
elements could be included as part of a wider cycling enhancement project.

1

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/602444/cwis-inputs-outputs-outc
omes.pdf
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End

Prepared by Sarah Ellwood, Steam Coast Trail, 2021 in partnership with
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